Leonardo da Vinci was a famous painter. He lived a long time ago (during) the Italian Renaissance. This was a (period) of time between 1300 and 1500. Wealthy people (and) church leaders hired artists. They wanted (the) artists to paint pictures and make (statues). Da Vinci was one of the (greatest) artists of the Italian Renaissance.

Leonardo (da) Vinci painted two very famous paintings. (One) is called the Mona Lisa. The (Mona) Lisa is a picture of a (woman). She has a mysterious smile. People (wonder) why she is smiling and what (she) is thinking. The other painting is (called) The Last Supper. This painting is (a) picture of Jesus Christ and his 12 (disciples). Da Vinci painted it on a (church) wall in Italy. These two paintings (by) Leonardo da Vinci are probably two (of) the most famous in the entire (world).

Although famous as a painter, Da (Vinci) was also a scientist and an (inventor). He studied the human body and (how) it worked. Da Vinci then made (detailed) drawings showing how muscles are attached (to) bones. Da Vinci was fascinated by (machines) and how they work. Da Vinci (invented) many machines. For example, he made (a) flying machine out of wood, cloth, (and) feathers. It had wings that flapped (like) a bird. Da Vinci also is (credited) with inventing military weapons. Leonardo da (Vinci) was truly a man of many (talents).
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Leonardo da Vinci was a famous painter. He lived a long time ago (she, the, during) the Italian Renaissance. This was a (period, by, time) of time between 1300 and 1500. Wealthy people (these, is, and) church leaders hired artists. They wanted (man, called, the) artists to paint pictures and make (statues, period, long). Da Vinci was one of the (greatest, worked, out) artists of the Italian Renaissance.

Leonardo (italy, da, was) Vinci painted two very famous paintings. (Painted, One, Supper) is called the Mona Lisa. The (fascinated, Mona, thinking) Lisa is a picture of a (leaders, woman, a). She has a mysterious smile. People (last, many, wonder) why she is smiling and what (mona, inventor, she) is thinking. The other painting is (called, why, famous) The Last Supper. This painting is (are, like, a) picture of Jesus Christ and his 12 (disciples, his, they). Da Vinci painted it on a (that, human, church) wall in Italy. These two paintings (by, had, very) Leonardo da Vinci are probably two (disciples, showing, of) the most famous in the entire (cloth, artists, world).

Although famous as a painter, Da (Vinci, most, studied) was also a scientist and an (with, paint, inventor). He studied the human body and (how, renaissance, disciples) it worked. Da Vinci then made (he, detailed, people) drawings showing how muscles are attached (to, wall, inventing) bones. Da Vinci was fascinated by (detailed, and, machines) and how they work. Da Vinci (greatest, lisa, invented) many machines. For example, he made (bones, leonardo, a) flying machine out of wood, cloth, (he, and, statues) feathers. It had wings that flapped (of, was, like) a bird. Da Vinci also is (to, credited, lived) with inventing military weapons. Leonardo da (Vinci, has, they) was truly a man of many (showing, talents, other).